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Abstract. First, we discuss basic probability notions from the viewpoint of category

theory. Our approach is based on the following four “sine quibus non” conditions: 1. (el-

ementary) category theory is efficient (and suffices); 2. random variables, observables,

probability measures, and states are morphisms; 3. classical probability theory and fuzzy

probability theory in the sense of S. Gudder and S. Bugajski are special cases of a more

general model; 4. a good model allows natural modifications.

Second, we show that the category ID of D-posets of fuzzy sets and sequentially

continuous D-homomorphisms allows to characterize the passage from classical to fuzzy

events as the minimal generalization having nontrivial quantum character: a degenerated

state can be transported to a nondegenerated one.

Third, we describe a general model of probability theory based on the category ID so

that the classical and fuzzy probability theories become special cases and the model allows

natural modifications.

Finally, we present a modification in which the closed unit interval [0,1] as the domain

of traditional states is replaced by a suitable simplex.
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Introduction

It follows from the information available via the Web that categorical meth-
ods are not appreciated very much by specialists in the field of probability.
Motivated by J. A. Goguen and his Categorical Manifesto ([16]) and mak-
ing use of our earlier papers, e.g. [8], [23], [11], [12], [13], [14], [15], [4], [24],
[25], we analyze some basic notions of probability theory from the categorical
viewpoint, we discuss the transition from classical probability theory to fuzzy
probability theory, and we suggest possible generalizations. Our approach
is based on the following four “sine quibus non” conditions: 1. (elementary)
category theory is efficient (and suffices); 2. random variables, observables,
probability measures, and states are morphisms; 3. classical probability the-
ory and fuzzy probability theory in the sense of S. Gudder and S. Bugajski
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are special cases of a more general model; 4. a good model allows natural
modifications.

Concerning the undefined notions, the reader is referred to [1] and [6].

We close this section quoting the first dogma from [16]: “To each species
of mathematical structure, there corresponds a category whose objects have
that structure, and whose morphisms preserve it”.

1. Basic notions of probability theory: a categorical

approach

The basic notions of classical probability theory are random events, probabil-
ity measures, and random variables. Random events are modeled by σ-fields
of subsets of the set of all elementary events, each probability measure maps
the random events into the interval [0, 1] and partially preserves operations
on events, and each random variable is a measurable map of the elementary
events into the real numbers R. If (Ω,A, P ) is a classical probability space
and a random variable f maps Ω into R, then f “pushes forward” P into
the distribution Pf , a probability measure on the real Borel sets defined by
Pf

(
(−∞, r)

)
= P

(
f←((−∞, r))

)
= P

(
{ω ∈ Ω; f(ω) < r}

)
.

Let (Ξ,B, Q) be another classical probability space and let f be a mea-
surable map of Ω into Ξ. Then then f “pushes forward” P in a natural way
into a probability measure Pf = P ◦ f← on B, and if Q = Pf , then f might
be called a generalized random variable. In fact, f defines a distribution
map Df , Df (P ) = Pf , of the set P(A) of all probability measures on A into
the set P(B) of all probability measures on B. Further, the preimage map
f← sending B ∈ B to its preimage f←(B) ∈ A is a Boolean homomorphism
(sequentially continuous with respect to the Hausdorff convergence of se-
quences of sets: {An} converges to A whenever A = lim supAn = lim inf An

or, equivalently, with respect to the pointwise convergence of characteristic
functions: χA = limn→∞ χAn

).

The basic notions of fuzzy probability theory are fuzzy random events,
fuzzy probability measures, and fuzzy random variables. Fuzzy random

events are modeled by the measurable functions M(A) on a classical mea-
surable space (Ω,A) into the interval [0, 1], each fuzzy probability measure

is the Lebesgue integral with respect to a probability measure on A, and
each fuzzy random variable is a “measurable” map of the set P(A) of all
probability measures on A (as usually, we identify each elementary event ω

and the corresponding degenerated point probability measure δω) into the
set P(B) of all probability measures on B, where (Ξ,B) is another classical
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measurable space. In a sense, P(A) becomes the set of all elementary fuzzy

events. More precisely (cf. [2]):

Definition 1.1. Let (Ω,A), (Ξ,B) be measurable spaces. Let T be a map of
P(A) into P(B) such that, for each B ∈ B, the assignment ω �→

(
T (δω)

)
(B)

yields a measurable map of Ω into [0, 1] and

(
T (P )

)
(B) =

∫ (
T (δω)

)
(B) dP (BG)

for all P ∈ P(A) and all B ∈ B. Then T is said to be a fuzzy random

variable (in the sense of Bugajski and Gudder, also a statistical map).

Observe that if f is a classical measurable map of Ω into Ξ, then the
distribution Df of f (sending a probability P into Pf = P ◦ f←) is a fuzzy
random variable. Indeed,

(
Df (δω)

)
(B) = 1 iff f(ω) ∈ B and (BG) means

Df (P ) = P ◦ f←, P ∈ P(A).
In fact, this means that (identifying a set A and its characteristic func-

tion χA) the classical probability theory can be studied within the fuzzy
probability theory (the classical random events coincide with the crisp, i.e.,
{0, 1}-valued fuzzy events). Moreover, this makes our goal to discuss basic
probability notions from the viewpoint of category theory more simple and
natural.

Observe that the fuzzy random events carry a suitable algebraic structure
(MV-algebra, more precisely generated �Lukasiewicz tribe) and there is a one-
to-one correspondence between the fuzzy random variables, sending P(A)
into P(B), and dual maps from the fuzzy events M(B) into the fuzzy events
M(A) partially preserving the algebraic structure of fuzzy events. Such
maps are called observables and they play a more fundamental role in the
fuzzy probability theory than in the classical one.

1. Our primary goal is to select a concrete category C (objects are struc-
tured sets and morphisms are structure preserving maps) having nice proper-
ties in which the two basic maps, generalized probability measures (states)
and observables, become morphisms. In particular, this means that the
range of each generalized probability measure has to be an object of C; de-
note it C. Further, each generalized probability measure has to preserve the
structure of objects. A deus ex machina categorical principle is that fields of
random events as objects will be subobjects of the powers of C. Then each
projection (a canonical map from the product to a factor) will become a
generalized probability measure and the structure of fields of random events
will be determined by the generalized probability measures (such structures
are called initial).
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2. The next step is to select the “width” and the “height” of objects.
As in the classical and the fuzzy probability theory, the generalized random

events will be modeled by maps of the set X of generalized elementary events

(X can be viewed as the width of objects) into the cogenerator C and the
generalized random events will form the generalized random field (its com-
plexity can be viewed as the height of objects), a suitable structure inside
the power CX . In the classical probability the σ-field of sets A lives inside
[0, 1]Ω and in the fuzzy probability the more complex MV-algebra M(A)
lives inside [0, 1]Ω, too. Objects, i.e. generalized random events, will be
called probability domains.

3. Finally, each morphism of a given object into C will be called a gener-

alized probability measure or, simply, a state. In particular, each projection of
CX into its factor (C) will be a generalized probability measure. Morphisms
of one object into another object will be called generalized observables. Suit-
able maps of the generalized probability measures on one object into the
generalized probability measures on another object will be called generalized

random variables. Under mild conditions, there is a categorical construc-
tion of the duality between the generalized observables and the generalized
random variables.

Note that the three steps described above provide only guidelines to a
categorical approach to probability theory. We show that the category ID

of D-posets of fuzzy sets and sequentially continuous D-homomorphisms fits
the guidelines and the resulting models meet the four conditions stated in
the introduction.

2. Fuzzification of probability theory

L. A. Zadeh in [27] proposed to extend the domain of probability from
σ-fields of sets to suitable systems of fuzzy sets. Namely, to fuzzy sub-
sets A of an Euclidean n-space Rn such that the membership function
µA : Rn −→ [0, 1] is Borel measurable. If P is a probability measure
over Borel sets, then the probability of A is defined as the Lebesgue-Stieltjes
integral

∫
Rn

µA(x) dP . The fuzzification of probability theory underwent a
considerable evolution. The reader is referred to a survey by R. Mesiar [20],
to seminal papers by S. Gudder [17] and by S. Bugajski [2], [3], and to [21],
[26]. In this section we continue our study of the categorical aspects of
fuzzification of probability theory (cf. [23], [11], [12], [15], [14]).

First, we recall basic facts about the category ID of D-posets of fuzzy
sets and sequentially continuous D-homomorphisms as a category in which
probability theory “goes well”. In particular, we show that σ-fields of sets
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and generated �Lukasiewicz tribes form full subcategories of ID and observ-
ables, probability measures and states become morphisms.

D-posets have been introduced in [18] and [19] in order to model events
in quantum probability. They generalize MV -algebras and other probabil-
ity domains and provide a category in which observables and states become
morphisms. It is known that D-posets are equivalent to effect algebras in-
troduced in [7]. More recent results about D-posets and effect algebras can
be found in [6], [5] and [4].

Recall that a D-poset is a partially ordered set Y with the greatest
element 1, the least element 0, and a partial binary operation � called
difference, such that a� b is defined iff b ≤ a, and the following axioms are
assumed:

(D1) a� 0Y = a for each a ∈ Y ;

(D2) if c ≤ b ≤ a, then a� b ≤ a� c and (a� c)� (a� b) = b� c.

A D-homomorphism is a map of one D-poset into another which preserves
the D-poset structure (order, constants, and difference). The closed interval
I = [0, 1] carrying the natural order and difference is a canonical example of
a D-poset. In [18] various partial difference operations on systems of fuzzy
sets have been studied. Fundamental to applications ([11], [12], [24]) is the
following special case. By a D-poset of fuzzy sets we understand a system
X ⊆ IX carrying the pointwise partial order, containing the top and bottom
elements (constant functions 1X and 0X) of IX , and closed with respect
to the usual partial difference of functions defined pointwise: (f � g)(x) =
= f(x)−g(x), x ∈ X, whenever g ≤ f . In what follows, for fuzzy sets we will
consider only this difference. If X is a singleton, then IX will be condensed
to I. We always will assume that X is reduced, i.e., for x, y ∈ X, x 	= y,
there exists u ∈ X such that u(x) 	= u(y). Observe that this technical
assumption eliminates certain pathologies, similarly as the Hausdorff axiom
does in topology ([8], [23]). Denote ID the category having D-posets of
fuzzy sets carrying the pointwise convergence of sequences as objects and
having sequentially continuous D-homomorphisms as morphisms. Objects
of ID are subobjects of the powers IX .

As mentioned in Section 1, there are good reasons to work with se-
quentially continuous D-homomorphisms as morphisms: first, the Lebesgue
Dominated Convergence theorem implies that both the probability measures
and the corresponding Lebesgue integrals of I-valued measurable functions
are sequentially continuous; second, the preimage map f�, as a prime ex-
ample of an observable, is sequentially continuous. Detailed information
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about the role of pointwise sequential convergence in ID can be found in [8],
[9], [23].

Clearly, if we identify A ⊆ X and the corresponding characteristic func-
tion χA ∈ IX , then each field A of subsets of X can be considered as a
D-poset A ⊆ IX of fuzzy sets: A is partially ordered (χB ≤ χA iff B ⊆ A)
and then χA � χB is defined as χA\B provided B ⊆ A.

Denote FS the category having fields of sets as objects and sequentially
continuous Boolean homomorphisms as morphisms. It is known that a field
A of subsets of X is a σ-field iff A is sequentially closed in {0, 1}X . Denote
CFS the full subcategory of FS consisting of σ-fields (recall that a subcate-
gory B of A is full whenever each A-morphism of a B-object into a B-object
is also a B-morphism).

Denote FSD the full subcategory of ID consisting of fields of sets con-
sidered as D-posets and denote CFSD its full subcategory consisting of
σ-fields.

Let A be a field of sets. Starting from the set difference A \ B defined
for B ⊆ A, the set operations union, intersection and complement can be
reconstructed. Moreover, if h is a D-homomorphism of a field of sets A into
a field of sets B, then h preserves the set operations. Clearly, this yields a
one-to-one functorial correspondence between FS and FSD.

The next proposition summarizes some known facts about fields of sets
and probability measures within the category ID (cf. Lemma 3.4 in [10],
Lemma 2.2 and Lemma 2.3 in [23]).

Proposition 2.1. (i) The categories FS and FSD are isomorphic.

(ii) The categories CFS and CFSD are isomorphic.

(iii) Let A be a field of sets and let p be a map of A into [0, 1]. Then p

is a probability measure iff it is a sequentially continuous D-homomor-

phism.

It follows from Proposition 2.1 that for fields of sets the difference struc-
ture is “rich enough” and provides all the necessary information to recon-
struct the structure of a field of sets, classical random events can be viewed
as D-posets of (crisp) fuzzy sets and D-homomorphisms become Boolean
homomorphisms, resp. probability measures (in case of sequentially con-
tinuous D-homomorphisms ranging in I). Of course, this means that the
classical probability theory can be described in the language of D-posets of
fuzzy sets.

Next, we summarize basic facts about the fuzzy probability theory ([2],
[3], [17], [11], [12], [14], [4]) in such a way that it will be transparent that it
is a minimal categorical generalization of the classical probability theory.
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Let A be a σ-field of subsets of Ω and let M(A) be the set of all measur-
able functions into I = [0, 1]. Then M(A) can be considered as a D-poset
of fuzzy sets. Indeed, with respect to the pointwise partial order and the
pointwise partial difference ((f � g)(ω) = f(ω) − g(ω), ω ∈ Ω, whenever
g ≤ f), the conditions (D1), (D2) are satisfied. If Ω is a singleton, then I

has the form M(A).

Denote BID the full subcategory of ID the objects of which are MV -
algebras of fuzzy subsets (recall that the morphisms are sequentially continu-
ous D-homomorphisms) and denote CBID its full subcategory consisting of
sequentially closed (with respect to the pointwise convergence) objects. The
objects of CBID are (cf. Corollary 2.8 in [9]) �Lukasiewicz tribes. Finally,
denote GCBID the full subcategory of ID having objects of the formM(A)
(remember, each M(A) ⊆ IΩ is sequentially closed in IΩ). Let X ⊆ IΩ be
an MV -algebra of fuzzy subsets of Ω. If there exists a σ-field A of subsets
of Ω such that X = M(A), then X is called a generated �Lukasiewicz tribe

(note that the σ-field A is uniquely determined). It is known (cf. Lemma 2.5
in [9] and Theorem 5.1 in [20]) that X is a generated �Lukasiewicz tribe iff
it contains all constant functions on Ω ranging in I and it is sequentially
closed in IΩ.

Theorem 2.2. Let X ⊆ IΩ be a generated �Lukasiewicz tribe and let A be the

σ-field of subsets of Ω such that X = M(A). Let h be a map of X into I.

Then the following are equivalent:

(i) The map h is a sequentially continuous D-homomorphism.

(ii) There exists a probability measure p on A such that for each u ∈ X we

have h(u) =
∫

udp.

Proof. (i) implies (ii). The assertion is a straightforward consequence of
Lemma 4.1 and Corollary 4.2 in [13].

(ii) implies (i). Let p be a probability measure on A such that for each
u ∈ X we have h(u) =

∫
udp. Clearly, the integral with respect to p is a

D-homomorphism of M(A) into I. The Lebesgue Dominated Convergence
Theorem implies that the integral is sequentially continuous (with respect
to the pointwise convergence).

Corollary 2.3. Let X ⊆ IΩ be a generated �Lukasiewicz tribe and let A be

the σ-field of subsets of Ω such that X = M(A). Then there is a one-to-one

correspondence between the probability measures on A, the Lebesgue integrals

on M(A) with respect to probability measures on A, and the sequentially

continuous D-homomorphisms on X into I.
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To sum up, fuzzy random events, fuzzy probability measures, and ob-
servables, as the basic notions of fuzzy probability theory, can be described
in the language of D-posets of fuzzy sets. Since the basic notions of classical
probability theory can be described in the language of D-posets of fuzzy sets
as well, it is natural to ask the following question.

Question. What is the categorical relationship between the classical and
the fuzzy probability theories?

Recall that σ-fields (as classical probability domains) and generated
�Lukasiewicz tribes (as fuzzy probability domains) are sequentially closed
with respect to the limits of sequences random events. This allows to con-
sider in probability theory limit processes.

As already observed, D-homomorphisms in CFSD are Boolean homo-
morphisms. Hence classical observables send crisp events to crisp events.
It is known (Corollary 2.11 in [13]) that each sequentially continuous D-ho-
momorphisms (observable) of a σ-field A ⊆ {0, 1}Ω into a σ-field B ⊆ {0, 1}Ξ

can be uniquely extended to a sequentially continuous D-homomorphisms
(fuzzy observable) of the generated �Lukasiewicz tribe M(A) into the gener-
ated �Lukasiewicz tribe M(B). However, there are sequentially continuous
D-homomorphisms of M(A) into M(B) sending a crisp event into a non-
crisp event.

Example 2.4. Let M(B) ⊆ IΞ and M(A) ⊆ IΩ be generated �Lukasiewicz
tribes. Let q be a nondegenerated probability measure on A. Let Tq be
the constant map of the set P(B) of all probability measures on B into the
set P(A) of all probability measures on A defined by Tq(p) = q, p ∈ P(B).
It is known (cf. p. 69 in [13]) that Tq satisfies condition (BG) in Defini-
tion 1.1 and hence Tq is a fuzzy random variable. Finally, according to
Theorem 5.4 in [13], to Tq there corresponds a unique sequentially contin-
uous D-homomorphism T d

q (dual to Tq) of M(A) into M(B) defined by(
T d

q (u)
)
(ξ) =

(
Tq(ξ)

)
(u), u ∈ M(A), ξ ∈ Ξ. A straightforward calcula-

tion shows that if χA is the characteristic function of a set A ∈ A, then(
T d

q (χA)
)
(ξ) = q(A) for all ξ ∈ Ξ. If 0 < q(A) < 1, then the observable T d

q

sends the crisp event χA to a noncrisp event defined by the constant function
q(A)Ξ. It is natural to call Tq a degenerated fuzzy random variable. Remem-
ber, Tq sends each classical elementary event ξ ∈ Ξ to the nondegenerated
probability measure q ∈ P(A). In order to include all degenerated fuzzy
random variables in a generalized probability theory using the language of
ID, we have to include all constant functions (ranging in I) into the gener-
alized random events (barred the trivial case, for each c ∈ (0, 1) there are
q ∈ P(A) and A ∈ A such that c = q(A)).
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Definition 2.5. Let X ⊆ IΩ be a D-poset of fuzzy subsets of Ω. If for each
u ∈ X and for each positive natural number n there exists v ∈ X such that
u(ω) = nv(ω), ω ∈ Ω, then X is said to be divisible.

Lemma 2.6. Let X ⊆ IΩ be an MV -algebra of fuzzy subsets of Ω. Then the

following are equivalent.

(i) X is divisible and sequentially closed in IΩ.

(ii) X is a generated �Lukasiewicz tribe.

Proof. (i) implies (ii). We have to prove that X contains all constant
functions ranging in I. Now, for c ∈ I, let cΩ be the constant function on Ω
such that cΩ(ω) = c, ω ∈ Ω. Let {q(i)} be a sequence of rational numbers in I

such that c = limi→∞ q(i). Since each q
(i)
Ω belongs to X and X is sequentially

closed, cΩ belongs to X and hence X is a �Lukasiewicz tribe.

(ii) implies (i). Let X be a generated �Lukasiewicz tribe. Clearly, X is
sequentially closed and contains all constant functions ranging in I. This
completes the proof.

In [13], an epireflection, the so-called fuzzification functor F : CFSD −→
CGBID sending every σ-field A ⊆ {0, 1}X to M(A) ⊆ IX has been de-
scribed. It extends A to M(A) and extends every morphism h : A −→ B

in CFSD to a unique morphism he : M(A) −→ M(B) in CGBID. The
extension is essential: there is a morphism g : M(A) −→ M(B) such that
for no morphism h : A −→ B we have he = g. We show that this extension
is in certain sense minimal.

Definition 2.7. Let AD and BD be subcategories of ID. Assume that

(i) For each object X ⊆ IX in AD there is an object Xe ⊆ IX in BD such
that the underlying set of X is a subset of Xe;

(ii) For each morphism h : X −→ Y in AD there is a morphism he :
Xe −→ Ye in BD such that for each u ∈ X we have he(u) = h(u).

Then BD is said to be an extension of AD in ID.

Theorem 2.8. GCBID is the smallest of all full subcategories S of ID

extending CFSD such that if X ⊆ IΩ is an object of S, then X is divisible

and sequentially closed in IΩ.

Proof. The assertion follows directly from the previous lemma.
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Answer. The full subcategories CFSD and GCBID of ID, respectively,
model the classical and fuzzy probability theories in the sense that the ob-
jects model the random events and the fuzzy random events, the morphisms
model observables, the morphisms into I model states (probability measures
and fuzzy probability measures), and the dual maps to observables model the
transportation of the states on one generalized field of random events into
the states on another generalized field of random events. Further, GCBID

is the minimal of all full subcategories S of ID extending CFSD such that

(i) the objects of S are closed with respect to the limits of sequences of
generalized random events;

(ii) the objects of S are rich enough to model each generalized degenerated
random variable (transporting all pure states into a given state).

Condition (i) means also that such objects are absolutely sequentially closed
with respect to states (cf. Theorem 3.2 in [10] and Proposition 3.3 in [9])
– a property analogous to compactness in topology adapted to the extension
of states: in the class of initial structures, there are no larger objects with
the same states (cf. [22], [10]). Condition (ii) means that we are interested
in models of generalized probability having quantum character: a pure state
(classical elementary event, considered as a degenerated point probability
measure) can be transported via a generalized random variable to a nonpure
state (a nondegenerated probability measure/integral).

3. Generalized fuzzy probability theory

We have demonstrated that the category ID of D-posets of fuzzy sets and
sequentially continuous D-homomorphisms is a suitable category to model
classical and fuzzy probability theory and their mutual relationship. In this
section we describe a model (suggested in [11]) of probability theory which
generalizes the two probability theories in a natural way.

First, we recall basic facts about the duality developed in [23] which
enables us to describe in categorical terms the relationships between gen-
eralized observables and generalized random variables. The duality covers
the one-to-one relationship between observables and fuzzy random variables
(also called statistical maps) as described in terms of functional analysis
in [3] and references cited therein.

Let X ⊆ IX be a D-poset of fuzzy subsets of X. Then (X,X ) is said to
be an ID-measurable space. Let (Y,Y) be another ID-measurable space and
let f be a map of X into Y such that u◦f ∈ X for all u ∈ Y. Then f is said to
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be (Y,X )- measurable or, simply, measurable. Denote MID the category of
ID-measurable spaces and measurable maps. It is known that if X ⊆ IX and
Y ⊆ IY are fields of sets (we identify each set and its characteristic function),
then the ID-measurability and the classical measurability coincide. Further,
the measurable map f induces via u �→ u ◦ f a unique ID-homomorphism
sequentially continuous D- homomorphism f� going the opposite way from Y
to X .

For y ∈ Y and u ∈ Y put δy(u) = u(y). Clearly, this yields an
ID-morphism δy of Y into I. If for each ID-morphism h of Y into I there is
y ∈ Y such that h = δy, then Y and (Y,Y) are said to be sober. It is known
that if Y is sober, then for each ID-morphism h of Y into X there exists a
measurable map f of (X,X ) into (Y,Y) such that h = f�; this yields a dual-
ity between ID-morphisms and ID-measurable maps and (as a special case)
it covers the duality between observables and fuzzy random variables in the
fuzzy (operational) probability theory as developed by S. Gudder ([17]) and
S. Bugajski and others ([2], [3]). The categorical proofs of the continuity
of f� and the duality via diagrams (cf. [11], [23]) are rather straightforward
and transparent in comparison to the original proofs via functional analysis
(cf. [2], [3]).

In the category ID, the extension of states from a field of sets A to the
generated σ-field σ(A) and from a bold algebra X ⊆ IX to the induced
�Lukasiewicz tribe σ(X ) ⊆ IX become epireflections (see [10], [13]).

Let X ⊆ IX be an ID-poset. Denote X∗ the set of all ID-morphism
of X into I and, identifying x and δx, consider X as a subset of X∗. For
u ∈ X denote u∗ = {u(x); x ∈ X∗} ⊆ IX∗

. Then X ∗ = {u∗ ∈ IX∗
; u ∈ X}

can be considered as an ID-object. It is known that X ∗ is sober and u �→ u∗

yields an ID-isomorphism of X into X ∗.

Let (X,X ) and (Y,Y) be ID-measurable spaces, let f∗ be a measurable
map of (X∗,X ∗) into (Y ∗,Y∗) and let (f∗)� be the dual ID-morphism of Y∗

into X ∗ sending u∗ ∈ Y∗ to u∗ ◦ f∗ ∈ X . For u ∈ Y let f�(u) be the
restriction (u∗ ◦ f∗) � X of u∗ ◦ f∗ ∈ X ∗ to X. It is easy to see that f� is an
ID-isomorphism of X into Y.

We end this section with a formal definition of basic notions of ID-prob-
ability theory. As already indicated, basic notions of the classical probability
theory and the fuzzy probability theory become special cases of the ID-pro-
bability theory and the theory satisfies the four conditions stated in the
Introduction.

Definition 3.1. Let X ⊆ IX be an ID-object. Then X is said to be an
ID-probability domain end each u ∈ X is said to be an ID-random event.
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Let s be an ID-morphism of X into I. Then s is said to be an ID-state. Let
Y ⊆ IY be another ID-probability domain and let h be an ID-morphism
of Y into X . Then h is said to be an ID-observable. Let f∗ be a measurable
map of (X∗,X ∗) into (Y ∗,Y∗). Then f∗ is said to be an ID-random variable

and the corresponding ID-morphism f� of Y into X sending u ∈ Y to
(u∗ ◦ f∗) � X ∈ X is said to be the dual observable to f∗.

4. Simplex-valued theory

In [15] we introduced the category SnD cogenerated by a cogenerator
Sn = {(x1, x2, . . . , xn) ∈ In;

∑n
i=1 xi ≤ 1} carrying the coordinatewise par-

tial order, difference, and sequential convergence (essentially, the objects of
SnD are subobjects of the powers SX

n ) and we showed how basic probability
notions can be defined within SnD. In the resulting SnD-probability we have
n-component probability domains in which each event represents a body of
competing components and the range of a state represents a simplex Sn of
n-tuples of possible “rewards”–the sum of the rewards is a number from [0, 1].
For n = 1 we get fuzzy events and the corresponding fuzzy probability the-
ory. For n = 2 we get IF -events, i.e., pairs (µ, ν) of fuzzy sets µ, ν ∈ [0, 1]X

such that µ(x) + ν(x) ≤ 1 for all x ∈ X, but we order our pairs (events)
coordinatewise. Hence the structure of IF -events (where (µ1, ν1) ≤ (µ2, ν2)
whenever µ1 ≤ µ2 and ν2 ≤ ν1) is different and, consequently, the resulting
IF -probability theory models a different principle.

For n ∈ {1, 2, . . . , } denote Sn = {(x1, x2, . . . , xn) ∈ In;
∑n

i=1 xi ≤ 1}
carrying the coordinatewise partial order, difference and sequential conver-
gence. Let X be a nonempty set and let S X

n be the set of all maps of X into

Sn; if X is a singleton {a}, then S
{a}
n will be condensed to Sn. Let f ∈ S X

n .
Then there are n maps f1, f2, ..., fn of X into I such that for each x ∈ X

we have f(x) =
(
f1(x), f2(x), ..., fn(x)

)
; we shall write f = (f1, f2, ..., fn). In

what follows, S X
n carries the coordinatewise partial order (g ≤ f iff gi ≤ fi

for all i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n), the coordinatewise partial difference (for g ≤ f define
f � g = (f1 � g1, f2 � g2, . . . , fn � gn)), and the coordinatewise sequential
convergence inherited from Sn. Elements (f1, f2, ..., fn) ∈ S X

n such that∑n
i=1 fi(x) = 1, x ∈ X, are maximal. If for some index i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, we

have fj(x) = 0 for all j 	= i and all x ∈ X, then (f1, f2, ..., fn) is said to be
pure; denote pi the corresponding maximal pure element of S X

n . Clearly,
if for all i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, the functions fi are constant zero functions, then(
f1(x), f2(x), ..., fn(x)

)
is the least element of S X

n ; it is called the bottom

element and denoted by b. To avoid complicated notation, if no confusion
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can arise, then the bottom elements, resp. the i-th maximal pure elements,
will be denoted by the same symbol b, resp. pi, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, independently
of the ground set X.

Let X be a nonempty set. We are interested in subsets X ⊆ S X
n closed

with respect to the difference, containing the bottom element and all maxi-
mal pure elements of S X

n . For n = 1 we get D-posets of fuzzy sets and for
n > 1 we get a structure which generalizes fuzzy events to higher dimensions.

Let B1,B2, . . . ,Bn ⊆ IX be reduced ID-posets. Define S(B1,B2, . . . ,Bn)
to be the set of all (f1, f2, ..., fn) ∈ S X

n such that fi ∈ Bi, 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
If there exists an ID-poset B ⊆ I X such that B = Bi, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, then
S(B1,B2, . . . ,Bn) is condensed to Sn(B). In applications we consider only
the later case.

Definition 4.1. Let X be a nonempty set. Let X be a subset of S X
n , car-

rying the coordinatewise order, the coordinatewise convergence and closed
with respect to the inherited difference. Assume that X contains the bottom
element and all maximal pure elements. Then (X ,≤,�,b,p1, ...,pn) is said
to be an SnD-domain. If there is a (reduced) ID-poset B ⊆ IX such that
X = Sn(B), then (X ,≤,�,b,p1, ...,pn) is said to be a simple SnD-domain

and B is said to be the base of X .

If no confusion can arise, then (X ,≤,�,b,p1, ...,pn) will be reduced
to X . In what follows, all SnD-domains are assumed to be simple. Clearly,
each SX

n is a simple SnD-domain.

Definition 4.2. Let h be a map of an SnD-domain X into an SnD-domain Y
such that

(i) h(v) ≤ h(u) whenever u,v ∈ Y and v ≤ u, and then h(u � v) =
= h(u) � h(v);

(ii) h maps the bottom element of Y to the bottom element of X and the
i-th maximal pure element of Y to the i-th maximal pure element of
X , for all i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n.

Then h is said to be an SnD-homomorphism. A sequentially continuous
SnD-homomorphism of X into Y is said to be an SnD-observable. A se-
quentially continuous SnD-homomorphism of X into I is said to be an SnD-
valued state or, simply, a state.

Let Sn(B) be a simple SnD-domain and let s be a state on B. De-
fine a map s : Sn(B) −→ Sn as follows: s(f) =

(
s(f1), s(f2), . . . , s(fn)

)
,

f = (f1, f2, . . . , fn) ∈ Sn(B). A straightforward proof of the next lemma is
left out.
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Lemma 4.3. (i) The map s is a state on Sn(B).

(ii) Let t be a state on B. If the equation
(
s(f1), s(f2), . . . , s(fn)

)
=

=
(
t(f1), t(f2), . . . , t(fn)

)
holds true for every (f1, f2, . . . , fn) ∈ Sn(B),

then s = t.

Theorem 4.4. Let Sn(B) ⊆ SX
n be a simple SnD-domain and let s be a state

on Sn(B). Then there exists a unique state s on the base B such that for

each f = (f1, f2, . . . , fn) ∈ Sn(B) we have s(f) =
(
s(f1), s(f2), . . . , s(fn)

)
.

Proof. Given g = (g1, g2, . . . , gn) ∈ Sn(B), for each k, 1 ≤ k ≤ n, define
redk(g) = (h1, h2, . . . , hn), where hk = gk and hj = 0X otherwise. Similarly,
given (a1, a2, . . . , an) ∈ Sn, for each k, 1 ≤ k ≤ n, define the map redk by
formula redk

(
(a1, a2, . . . , an)

)
= (b1, b2, . . . , bn), where bk = ak and bj = 0

otherwise.

Let f = (f1, f2, . . . , fn) ∈ Sn(B) and let s(f) = (a1, a2, . . . , an). Since
s(f � redn(f)) = s(f)� s(redn(f)) = s

(
(f1, f2, . . . , fn−1, 0X)

)
and the state s

preserves order, there are numbers bk ∈ [0, 1], 1 ≤ k ≤ n, such that
s
(
(f1, f2, . . . , fn−1, 0X)

)
= (b1, b2, . . . , bn−1, 0) ∈ Sn and s

(
redn(f)

)
=

= (0, 0, . . . , 0, bn). Clearly, it follows that s
(
redn(f)

)
= (0, 0, . . . , 0, an) =

= redn(a1, a2, . . . , an) and s
(
(f1, f2, . . . , fn−1, 0X)

)
=(a1, a2 . . . , an−1, 0), i.e.,

ai = bi for all i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Inductively, s
(
redk(f)

)
= redk(a1, a2, . . . , an),

1 ≤ k ≤ n. For each k, 1 ≤ k ≤ n, define Xk = {(g1, g2, . . . , gn) ∈ Sn(B);
gl = 0X for all l 	= k, 1 ≤ l ≤ n}. Then s on Xk can be identified with
a state sk on B and s(f) =

(
s1(f1), s2(f2), . . . , sn(fn)

)
. Now, it suffices to

prove that si = sj for all i 	= j, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ n. Contrariwise, suppose
that there exists f ∈ B and i < j such that a = si(f) < sj(f) = b. Define
g = (g1, g2, . . . , gn) ∈ Sn(B) as follows: gi = 1X � f , gj = f , and gk = 0X

otherwise. Then s(g) = (c1, c2, . . . , cn) ∈ Sn, where ci = si(1X � f) = 1− a,
cj = sj(f) = b, and ck = 0 otherwise. Then

∑n
i=1 ci = 1 − a + b > 1, a

contradiction. This completes the proof.

Observe that the state s possesses the following properties: equations
s
(
(f, 0X , . . . , 0X)

)
= s

(
(0X , f, 0X , . . . , 0X)

)
= · · · = s

(
(0X , 0X , . . . , 0X , f)

)
hold true for every f ∈ B and if for f = (f1, f2, . . . , fn) ∈ Sn(B) we have∑n

i=1 fi = 1X , then s(f) =
∑n

i=1 s(fi) = 1, i.e., s sends each maximal
element of Sn(B) to a maximal element of Sn.

In [15] we constructed a duality between sequentially continuous SnD-ho-
momorphisms and SnD-measurable maps and sketched essential notions of
SnD-probability. The construction guarantees duality between SnD-observ-
ables and SnD-random variables. Due to Theorem 4.4 there is a canonical
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one-to-one correspondence between SnD-valued states and states on ID-po-
sets, hence Theorem 4.4 provides a vehicle to transport results from fuzzy
probability theory to SnD-probability theory.
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